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TNTRODUCTION

Ecotourism €arrying capacity. In the year 2007,ecotourism contributed
7%o from the total of international tourism expenses (Stanford University
2013: 1; The International Ecotourism society/lEs 2000: 1). United Nation
Environment Program (uNEp 201,L: 420) predicted tl-rat the economy
contribution from ecotourism to the total global tourism expenses will
increase approximately 20% each year, about six times of other industries
total expenses growth. Higher number of prediction was issued by Travcl

[eekly with25% growth trend of the globar market in the year 2012;with
473,000,000 USD per year (Stanford University 2013: 1).

The development of ecotourism is not onry supported by the economic
benefits, as stated by The National Ecotourism strategy (NES) - which
are: (a) provides employment; (b) increases the economy level of local
community; (c) increases the length of stay of the tourists in destination
areas; (d) develops district's infrastructure; (e) provides income for other
natural conservation; and finally (f) increases national income (Beeton 199g:
7) - but also motivated by the awareness for conserving environment and
the phenomena of global warming (Avenzora 200g; and Stanford University
2013: 1) which increased the demand of environmentally friendly activities;



ECOTOURISM AND SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT .'
as reported by UNEp (2011:41_5), that more than 1/3 tourists prefer to denviron mentally friendly tou rism activities.

in many contexts, the terms ecotourism shourd not onry be defines as tourisractivities in a naturar, untouched, and remote aesunationi ;;l;'r, describerby Page & Dourling t2OO2) and Ceballos-Lascurain (1996), dut uncjertine,by avenzora (200g) arso has to be understood as the rorr'rnJ spirit of antourism activities which is transrated in the form of 7 main pirilr, _ consists o1(a) ecological pillaa (b) social_cultural pillari (c) economy pif f ai fOt experienc,pillaq (e) satisfaction pillar, (f) memory pillar (g) educattnal pirirr_to ail areitouched anc accessed by the tourists io gettptimar satisfaction in tourincin the stage of pianning, the journey to the'destination, i.,iri*i"r"i."ir,ldestination area, on the way back from the destination, and the recoilecticrstage (Avenzora 20L3). The first three piilars are crosery rerated to thrcontinuing deveropment paradigm, whire ihe second ,rrr"" i,irir* are reratecto the basic needs of the tourists. Educationar piilar is ilie manitestatiorof the high needs of having everyone's coilective ,*.*n"r, iin cognitiveaffective, and motoric context) to consciousry actuarizing the deveropmentogether.

other than beside to synchronize the perception and orientation, tsignificant constraint in actualizing ecotourisrn is also in a"u"roping standarcof sustainable varues in evaruating and controiling aspects (Wea.rer 2004)Evaluating and controriing standaidization is diffic"urt tL J"r"r"p since eacrdestination has its own existing condition and differen, ,nqr" ;urres whicr^wiii also need a site specific procedure for evaruating and controiling.

one of the procedure which considered and discussed grobeily to beimportant on implernented in maintaining the sustainaoitity'oi 
"cotourismis the ecotourism carrying capacity. some"parties have agreed to interpreiecotourism carrying capacity as a maximum number of tourists ,rr^,i.[r,-,"-J __r-,. - , |,gAI I rur il r tut r tljet ol IouflsIS v/nlc

:::: :^1, :lrry in one time, without causing physicat, economy. and ssocialcultural destruction and the decrease of tourisis, satisfaction iever. (Crivaz
et aL' 2004; Inskeep r-991 in Liu 1994), howeve' by imprementation, manypeople still trying hard to discover "the best way,,to measure and determinethe carrying capacity in a valid, trustworthy, anj logical way.

A.site specific and dynamic carrying capacity rery on the ecorogicar conditionof the site, which is directry infruenced oy ine type of activities conducted,the intensity of activities, user characteristics, ti,^ning and time Jirtribrtion(during iow visits, condensed visits, and high visits); arso the condition ofthe environment where ,F i.lirj!:r take piace (Cooper et at. t99B; pigram
& Jenkins 1999; Seidr & Tisdeil L999). Soemarwoto (zoo4) emphasizes theimportance of determining the destination's capacity in accepting tourists
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and measure it "per space unit" and "per time unit". The unit determination
is based on the distribution of tourists who can form groups in certain
areas and also seasonality characteristic of tourism. While Avenzora (2008a)
explains that besides space and time specific, the determination of carrying
capacity unit value is also specific according to the type of activities.

For those reasons, the approach for measuring tourism carrying capacity in
one tourism site, can be different with other site, especially if the sites have
different characteristics. Carrying capacity measrrrement needs to consider
ecological aspect, which is directly influenced by tourism activities: the type
and intensity of the activity, and user's characteristics in each visit's condition.
Visit's condition defined as differences during low visits, condensed visit,
and high visits. Using that approach, the measurement is expected to be
accurate. Any measurement done without considering those aspects can be
interpreted as carrying capacity measurement which contradict the idea of
specific and dynamic carrying capacity (in other word: might say not valid).

Carrying capacity measurement studies. There are many studies on
carrying capacity measurement have been done, inside this Indonesia and
in other Countries. Howeve[ most of thenr still make the same mistake
of simplifying aspects to make an easy measurement technique, and also
trapped in scientific ego. Even though the researchers have realized site
specific characteristic of carrying capacity, the studies done in fact are still
u5ed general assumptions, particularly on the number of spaces used per
person for different activities characteristics. Those studies using general
space needs should he doubt as logical, valid, and trustworthy discoveries to
be implemer-rted. In order to follow the development and accomplishmei-rts
in the carrying capacity studies, there are some advantages to analyze some
results of studies done by researchers from different backgrounds with
different approaches. with no attention to discredit sorne researches- but
to gain comprehensive understanding- there are some results well enough
to be considered.

Analysis on compatibility and corrying capacity of nautical tourism
area in Polewali Mandar district. This study was reported by Bahar and
Tambaru (2011). The study begins with analyzing land compatibility by using
compatibility scoring method for several beach acti,;ities. Pltysical car.r yinq
capacity is calculeled'u.z ci,vicjirrg tol.ri arc.i wiclrr i;y ero,..rgicai potentia,
defined by (2007). Tlre formula used is:

$
s
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Notes:

ACC = area's carrying capacity

E = ecorogicar potential (person), refer to ecorogicar potentiar tabre by yu-
lianda

W" = area's width/length can be utilized

W, = unit's width needed for certain category per tourist

Ta = time provided by the area for tourism activity in one day

Ta = time spent by tourists for certain activity

In this study, tourism carrying capacity is rneasured by the physical conditior
of the site with land's width correction factcr for accommodaiion, freshwater
availability, and season changes. By analyzing the method and the results
there may have been over estimation of the carrying capacity's value, a:
result of calculating carrying capacity per activity without coniidering the
chance of overlapping use of spaces when there are more than one a.tiuity
done at the same time and place. The most crucial thing in this study is thal
there are no unit for carrying capacity value, whether it is number of touristsl
day or number of tourists/year. Study results showed that there are three
identified beach activities, which are: beach recreation carrying capacity
(width: 385 ha for 154,000 tourists), snorkeling carrying ."pacity (width:
l-,804 ha for 60.160 tourists), and fishing carrying capacity (width: 1,741 ha
for 1.044.600 tourists). B), analyzing this Bahai and tambaiu study (201j.), at
least it can be concluded that the process of determining carrying capacity
is still in the static system framework and is still not final.

Analysis on tourism carrying capacity in natural park of Grojogan sewu,
Karunganyar cistrict. This analysis is reported by Siswanto ro {2012).ln this
study, carry,ing capacity is measured by Cifr:entes foi.rnula, recommencled
by IUCN. The correction factors foi' biotic diversity are vegetation diversrty
(0.34) and bird's diversity is (0.8). while the correction factors for abiotic
diversity is landscape potential (0.37), slope (0.5), tyoe of soil regarding
erotion sensiiivity (0.4), and wet/dry month ratio (0.57). Formula used is:

PCC: A
vx-x Rf
it __**-

Notes:

PCC = Physical Carrying Capacity

A = effective area width for general utilization; which is total width minus
building width, trees and bushes area width and total trees'trunks
ctrcu mte renaes

5ro 
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Y/a = area needed forone person per m2.

Rf = Rotation factor; which is a number of daily allowed visits to a loca-
tion.

R('(,: P(,(', t00 
r- 

f,O-r... r-*U_=

II,(lf: -xl0()o/"
NIr

Notes:

RCC = real carrying capacity

Cf = correction factor

ML = limited variable measurement

M, 
= 

total variable measurement

ECC:RCC X NIC]

nra, _ Arrailable staffs capaciW

kle:rl stnffs .*nn"t' x loilo

Notes:

ECC = Effective carrying capacity

ly'lC = Managemen+ capacity

In this study, area needed for one person used Fandeli & Muhamad
assumption, which is 65 m2lperson for picnic activity. The result of physical
carrying capacity on a 20.3 ha land area is 8.949 tourists/day, real carrying
capacity 1.138 tourists/day, and effective carrying capacity is 1.002 tourlsts/
day. Based on the results, there are several conclusions:
' The assumption of area needed per person is not accurate, and as a

result, the value is irrational. The researchers (Fandeli and Muhammad
who cited the number from Douglass) probably did not realize and
understand that "space requiremeni number,, of 6t mr/person is actually
not a number that describes "space utilization number" which is needed

f;!
{
a
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to carcurate the.carrying capacity, but a "space requirement number,,fcpranning a picnic.recreation site. "Space utirization nrrnil.i" is differerfrom "space requirement number.,, witt",in,tr;.; r"q;irJ*"", numbertotar requirement of spaces has arready u""n .utcrLi; l;", ticketinand parking in front area to the other parts of the site that are pr.eoicte,to be accessed by visitors (such u, puih*uy, una io,Liri_ which will bused by a visitor to reach optimar satisfaciion in ,.".i"riion activity orplanned site. In pranning process, this number ir ,;;il; .urcurated bergonomic approach, visitor's behavior; and scenario unl i"u.ropr.lconcept pranned- Whire "space utirization number,, o"r.iiou, a certairarea width factually used by a vrsitor to gain his/her ,.".r.iiion satisfactiorin a certain site and in a certain condition. The rear Jiriur"n.. betweerthese numbers is rarery known and understooa oy [r".;;;;rr, especiail,those who do not formally fathom tourism ptunningliJO-. 
'

' The use of wet and dry month ration in inis stuiy ii }so considererinapplicable. In ecorogy context, it is necessary to recognize wet and d^month as one of important variable in analfzing ".J1";i;rl';;ilil;howeve' the imprementation in determining'curiyirg-.iiu.i,v needs tcbe done correctry. In rine with the determinitio" 
"r 

irriv,"g capacity irthis ltudy, which-is in tcurists/duy riit, the use of this variible becameexcessive correction; unress if the carrying- capacity is Jeiermined b1iourists/year unit. Further, the existenie of wet mtnth is in fact hasno influence is tourism carrying capacity/day; unress if ihe activitiesmeasured is a water tourism, which is afteited uy *,e ,raitabitity of waterinfluenced by wet/dry month. psychorogicaily, during *"i ,""*., or rainyseasor), the tcurists usually reluctant to vislian op"-n ,prl"-destination.
In brief the existence of wet nronth is rike a ,,,. --,i,L 

p"riod,, in thedynarnics of carrying capacity.

Analysis-on compatibitity ald c-crrying capacit1r of mangrove ecosystem
f-or.developing ecotaurism in islan'cis iy ranakeke, Tokalor district, southsulawesi- Bahar's study (2004) started by identifying rungror. fotentiar andanalysis on compatibility of ecosystem rlferred io t-he staidard'of mangroveecosystem compatibir ity by M u rni (2000; i n Bengen DG _ 2oo2).Next, a narysison carrying capacity was done by using yahyis spac" utiriration (1985; inBengen 2AO4 and Boullion formula (fSdS; in-Bengen OC, ZOOZj,

Area C.arr5zing Cry*tty =
Arearsedbyhnlsb

s tardd o f -r,""g* io&oidualfi;G

,,, 
l
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According to the methods used and the results provided, it can be concluded

that this research has not consider the visit rotation factor or tourists' length

of visit and the length of object operational time, but has calculated possible

activities overlay in one time. In this study, the tourism carrying capacity of
a 1-,553.64 ha is only 269 tourists/day. It is reasonable ihat the management
raised questions to slrow their objection on that very small number of
carrying capacity. Based on the method used, the weakness of this study is

in simplifying calculation of space utilization which is fragmented to provide

facilities, such as bird watching towers, board ways, and intei'pretation spots;

and not based on total area of the site. There are 13 bird watching towers with
the size of 25 m2which can carry 39 tourists for bird watching, sightseeing,
and take pictures. 2,200 m2 board way facility which can carry 220 tourists
for walking and take photographs. And there are 2 interpretation spots with
the size of 100 m2 which can carry 10 tourists, In this study, the correction
factors which influenced tourism activity in mangrove ecosystem were not
being analyzed.

Analysis on compatibility ond tourism carrying capacity of Hori lsland,
Kecamatan Laonti, Konawe District, Southern Southeast Sulawesi Prov-
ince. A study done by Ketjuian (2010), determining carrying capacity by us-

ing method and toui'ism compatibility scoring proposed by Yulianda (2007).

Assumption of space i'equirement used is 500 m2ltourist for snorkeling and

1000m2/tourist for diving. Core zone width proposed is an area of 24.65 ha,

v;hich can carry 472 toL;rists/trip for diving and 513 tourists/trip for snorkel-
ing. Besides the indescribable rotatic.rn effect factor in the carrying capacity,
this study also failed to analyze correction factors which influenced the tour-
ism activities in the beach/sea ecosystem. Other than that, the assumption
of 500m'z/person space requirement or 1000 .'n2lperson space requirernel'lt
also needs correction; the unit did not ciescribes "space requirement" but
actually describes "space accessed''.

Physical Carrying Capacity of Ecotourism in Sibolangit Natural Park,
Deli Serdang District. In this study, Khair (2006) determined carrying ca-
pacity by using Cifuentes formula, focused on studying trail track carry-
ing capacity and parking lot capacity. Space utilized assumption is 1 m2l
person for trail track, and 5 m2/ car unit for parking lot. Correction factor
for the parking lot is rainfall (34.12%), sunshine (42.L4%), and wind velocity
(26.84'/,). While correction factor on trail track location is rainfall (31.9%),

wind velocity (26.84%), and wild animal disturbance (66.6%). The results of
this study showed carrying capacity of a 1,500 m2 parking lot is 751- persons
and 1,200 cars/day. The 1,700 m trail track has effective carrying capacity of
87 persons/day.

The use of sunshine, and wind speed were unusual to
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mented for determination of parking rot's carrying capacity. Besides, basecon the explanation above, rainy seaion is actuail/a ,,restoiation_period, 
irthe dynamics of carrying capaiity. The resurts grilis ,tuoy ii urro ;.;;r;i,with capacity of 1,200 cars unit/day, it is unlikely if the numLer of touristslcarrying capacity is only g3g tourists/day.

small lsland Resource Monagement for Nauticar Ecotourism Based oncompatib*ity and lyvlns capacity- study in Matokus tsrand, west-southeast Moluku District, Maluki proviice. This solarbesain,s study(2009) is atso referred to yurianda method. The study ;";;; with rand,scompatibiiity anarysis, and foilowed by carrying capaciiy caicuiation. tn thec.ompatibility analysis, beach recreation subzon-e ts,z:a *i r.,a, u""n identi_fied.to have carrying capacity of 230 tourists/diy, aiving subzone (33.5g
ha) has carrying capacity of 2.6g6 tourists/day, ant water"suuronu (760.76
ha) has carrying capacity of 30.430 tourists/day. rvu*t ,t"p *as conducting
ecological footprint anarysis (carrying capacityconcept *t-,i.t.,-our.rve thelevel of community's consumption) aid bio-capacity (iourism activity,s foodprocurement), calculated by this formula:

E colog' Footprint(na/person) =
coas."-ftimt of tourism componeut products (kg-lperson)

totalcouporeu="fu"affiry
Tourism Biocapacity = randcover width (ha)xrandcover factors yierds

Analysis showed the result for tourism footsteps is 6,579 m2/year/tourist andthe bic capacity is 3r-.43 haltourist..Carrying capacityvalue in this study isacalculated by dividing bio capacity by fcotsieps ecoiogy, which is 47.7 years.with that result, there.are too many things difficurt io u" 
"*prrin 

and thevalidity and rationality is unreliabie.

Ecotourism Modet of Mongrove Forest Based on physicar corrying ca-pocity of the Area and Ecological Resilience. This relearch coniuctld byMuhammad (20L2) arso used cifuentes methods. spr." i"!rir"ment is re-ferred.to Douglass's space requirement. Correction factors used in this studyare rainfall {56.70/o), water area quality (557%), and seasonal flood (56.g%).
while ECC used management capacity as correction ru.io, iso.t*). o, u ,"-sultof this study, tourism effective carrying capacity for a 5 ha area is g25
tourists/day. Ecologicar capacity is then tatcutatea uy ttris ror*rtr,

l
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D
Carrnnsc+aUtf= n*

BxA
CDxTFx{3,560

Notes:

AR = area needed for a tourism activity

D = tourism demand for certain activity

A = area needed for one tourist

CD = total number of days used for certain activity (in I year)

TF = selection factor

Calculation result for carrying capacity for boating (26.9 ha) is 106 tourists/
ha/day, camping (27.26 ha) is 174 tourists/halday, and picnic (L3.12 ha) is
530 tourists/ha/day. By observing the results of these studies, it is clear how
much loss a researcher will suffer if he/she does not kr':ow and Ltnderstand
the origin of a formula written in a reference book (including Douglass for-
mula which is used in this research). As mentioned in the previous part, ev-
ery researcher needs to realize the difference between "space requirement
number" and "space utilizatiorr number." For Douglass formula used in this
research, one thing that needs to be recognize is: "r^rhy in the formula, Dou-
glass used coefficieirt 43,560 as denominator and wheie did it come from."
If the origin of that number is understood, it is easy to understand that the
formula was meant by Douglass to determine "space requirement number"
and not "space utilization number."

Carrying capocity in the tourism industry: o cose study of Hengistbury
Head. Simon, Narangajavana, and Marques (2004) in this journal proposed
an idea to determine and apply carrying capacity concept in regional tour-
ism planning. The method used is content analysis method, done by inter-
viewing key persons of regional tourism. In calculating carrying capacity,
Simon et al. (2004) proposed to use Limit of Acceptable Change (LAC) meth-
od. He said that indicator used in calculating LAC should be environmental
indicators (site width, garbage size, level of noise, water quality, sedimenta-
tion level, rrumber of tourists) and recreation indicators (destination income,
sharing cost of employee's salary for tourism, tourists' level of satisfaction,

| ,, '
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level of comfort, number of complaints, number of complaints being harr-
dled). Those data will be gathered through a questionnaire, which *irr f.
asked only to the key persons.

Based on the observation of the methods and results of this study, it can beconcluded that this study is only able to determine the psychotigical cai
rying capacity; and did not consider any ecological correciion factors of the
site and the real utilization of the site. Another weakness is that this stuJy
did not consider individual perception theory which can ue lnttuenceJ[i
many things, such as their personal experiences, and as well as time and
place where the perception is being rnade.

Re-creotion carrying copacity Estimotes for protecteci Areos: A study
of Termessos National park. This research on carrying capacity oonu o"y
Sairan and Atik (2011) also used cifuentes formula wiih assumption of spacl
requirement of 1 m2ltourist. correction factors used are sunshine (37'.5yo),
rain (7%), storm (3%), erosion (69.5%), and accessibili\ g2%), and wildlife
cisturbance (25%). while effective carrying capacity correction factors is
management capacity (0.27). As result of this study, the carrying capacity of
3,136 m'trail is calculated as 97 tourists/day. Thereiore, *e can learn another
mistake; especially on how significant the effect of not counting Turn o,rer
factor as an important variable in calculating a carrying capacity.

Recreation cgrrying capacity estimotions to support beach manogement
at Praia de Faro, portugal. This study, conducied by zacarias, williams,
Newton (2011), describred two type of carrying capacity, vuhich are physical-
ecological carrying capacity and sociar-curtuial carrying capacity. Calcula-
tion of physrcal-ecological carrying capacity used Cifuenies method arrd the
tourist's space requirement referred to Sole's assumption. Correction factors
used are rainy days (67.i2%), winci speed (66.58%), sunshine (34.25o/o), ievel
of beach erosicn (96-6%), and temporary closure factor (33.42yo). This study
showed that physical-ecological carrying capacity from an area of 90.000 m,
is 4,473 tourists/day.

For social and cultural carrying capacity analysis, the researchers analyzed
perception, motivation, satisfaction, and aspiration of the tourists. In this
study, the result of social and cultural analysis described in tourists satisfac-
tion level: 77% satisfied, r5o/o not satisfied , and 9o/" abstain. with that result,
at least we can say that this study is not finished in analyzing the relation
between physical carrying capacity and social carrying ca[acit!.

Establishing the social tourisin coruying capacity for the tourist resorts
of the east coast of .the lepublic of cyprus. A siudy done by saveriacjes
(2000) has an objective of explaining carrying capacity .on."pi and its im-
portant role as a management tool in tourism planning and development

516 i
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process, and for calculating regional sociological capacity. Sociological ca-

pacity meant in this study is maximum utilization (in terms of number and

activities) acceptable by the site without decreasing tourists' experience
quality and without harming the society who live in the area.

Two components of social carrying capacity being analyzed are: visitor's ex-

perience quality and local community's tolerance level for tourists' presence.

Data gathered are: people's perception regarding "experience quality" and

"level of density that made the visitors seek for other destination." Unfor-

tunately, the result of this study is only percentage of perceptions gained

through a Likert scaie ntethod; therefore, the relation between experience
qualities of the tourists with the cornmunity's tolerance level remains unex-
plained.

Tourism monitoring system batsed on the concept of carrying copacity -
The case of the regional notural park Pfyn-Finges (Switzerlond). Clivaz,

Hausser dan Michelet (2004) explained that the existed carrying capacity
calculation did not include 3 dimension of sustainability (ecological, econo-
my, and social) and most of the methods determine carrying capacity based

on the ecological dimension only. They say that before calculating ecological
dimension, one must know the purposes of the research area (in this case

is the objective of Pfyn-Finges tourism site existence), which are: social and

cultural vitality, economy vitality, natural and landscape, information and

education, and administration and policy.

Even though their writing enriched the knowledge to the reader, objective
conclusion was that the normative view failed to torch many researchers

who are looking for the best way and a perfection. In noi'mative context,
actually.there are many people have accomplished "knowledge satisfaction,"
but vei-y few of them really capable of delivering an efficient method to cal-

culate carrying capacit;z which can be accepted by everyone.

Up to those experiences above considering the i'esult of the studies men-
tioned above, and for the progress of future studies about carryinq capacity,

it is best to firmly state that there have been too many domino rnisiakes

done by many party (by the students as junior academic and lecturer and

researchers as senior academics). After a meticulous observation anci con-
templation, it appears that those mistakes (which was passed on from one
author to another author) came from several crucial matter: (a) no formal
education of the authors in tourism planning aspect; (b) the loss of curious-
ity and meticulousity of the authors in understanding the references; and (c)

the lack of capability in analysing the origin of a formula and its application.
The absence of formal education in tourism planning aspect is the reason
why there are many authors only "know" a formula without having a good
understanding on the topic nor master an origin and a formula application

I
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technique. Many simplification done
a "reluctancy" psirchology in building
place among researchers.

CASE STUDY: CARRYING CApAetTy IN BOGOR
BOTANICAL GARDEN

Botanical garden is a plantation conservation area which has documented
piantation collection and compiled based on taxor.romycal classification,
bioregion, themes, er combination of those patterns (perpres no 93 year
2077). Besides conservation purpose, a botanical garden is also made for re_
search, education, environmental service, and eco-tourism (Darnae di 2or2).
A botanical garden is a potential ecotourism destination because of its high
resource of recreation in perspective of plantation coilection variation. Bo_
tanic Garden conservation International (BGCi) estimated that the number
of plantation collection all over the world is more than 90,000 species, with
.1.?,900 

endangered species number of plantation collection. tNrnbc 2006:6).
with gregn open space and those variation of plantation coliection, botani-
cal garden became a very potential obiect cf urban natural recreation. The
tourism potential can be seen by the number of tourists, which reached t 6
millicn people every year in 130 botanical garden all over the world (Dood
& Jones 2010: l-). North American Botanic Garden (NABG) was estimated to
be visited by 70 million tourists every year (NABG 2006: 3).

by those authors, strongly suggested
research methodology process took a

sr8 I
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Courtesy : Special

Bogor Botanical Garden (BBG) is one of the oldest botanical garden in In-
dcnesia. It was built in the year 1817. BBG is one of the main icons of Bogor
City. Geographycally, BBG is located inbetween 106' 3' 30" - 106" 52' OO"

Northern Latitucjes and 6' 30'30" - 6' 41'00" Southern Latitudes (O/ijayanti
2009). BBG is located at 2e,0 m above the sea level. Its rairrfall is between
3,000 - 4,300 mm per year (Apriyanti 2071: Ll) with a cool daily temperature
and high humidity. Since its establishment, BBG has been able to functioned
as tropical botanical garden: for plantation collection purpose, i-esearch, and
also for fulfilling the need tor Ereen open space in Bcac.,r City which can be
useC as community's recreaticn park.

Nowadays, the community has realized the important value of BBG. Right
now, BBG is estimated to have collected more than 74,499 plantation speci-
ments (KRB - LIPI 2010). Besides its function as a plantation conservation
area and ameliorating the climate of Bogor City, BBG also has a role of tour-
ism destination for the community. There are only a few green open space
within Jakarta-Bogor-Depok-Tanggerang and Bekasi UABODETABEK) area,
which makes BBG very popular for tourists; and BBG is nationally known. Vis-
its to BBG showed an increasing trend every year with its peak on weekends
(Picture 2). The increase showed a positive value for financial provit, which
also indicates an income increase of the management and nearby commu-
nity who rely on the recreation and ecotouiism activities in BBG. Howeveri if
the number of visitors exceeds the capacity limit, this would pose a threat for
the plantation conservation as well as for the tourist's satisfaction.

Botanical Garden as recreation resource of
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picture 2. Number of touristt visits in BBG in four years (200g-201r.)
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The increase of public interest to spend time for recreation in BBG must bebalanced with the needs of space utirizaiion effectivity which has to acco_modate specific chailenge of BBG's naturar condition. Th" in.ruur" of pubricinterest has potentiar effect of creating more density. The number of visitorswhich exceeds the carrying capacity r,iitt grr" pressure to ecorogicar aspectsof the site. Moreover; intorerabte numbei of visitors -;y ;;; u decreaseof tourist's satisfaction.level (cooper et ol.199g). Number of tourist.s visitsmust be harmonized with the principar of ecotourism sustainabirity, it is nec-essary to do a research on ecoiogicar anci psychorogicar .r;rti;g capacityof ecoturism in BBG. Carrylng capacity research must be conducted withconsideration of the type of activities, utiiization pattern, and the seasonarcharacteristic of tou risrn.

METHODOLOGY

Research in Bogor Botanicar Garden (BBG) conducted on Jury-octobe r 20L2.The first step was identifyino the most utirized rocations in BBG, and us_ing those locations as samples of the highest tourism activity. Identificationresult showed that the rocations of the"lrighest t"riir* l.ti'riiiin aec areGunting Pond area as well as Randu & Astid area.
on each location, data on tourists and ecorogicar conditions were coilected.Tourists' data collection consisted of 3 activities: (1) observatitn or in andout pattern of the tourists, (2) observation of spuie utitiration"per tourismactivity, and (3) delivering quetionnaire on tourists satisfaction and motiva_tion. Those three activities were conducted at the same time on three differ-ent type of visit day, which were row visit, condensed visii. 

""J 
p""t visit dayand repeated three times during operationar hours. il;;; i;;; of obser-
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vation and questionnaire deployment, recording process were devided into
4 time period, which are period I (08.00 - 10.00 am), period II (10.00 - 12.00
am), period III (12.00 - 14.00 am), and per'iod IV (14.00 - 16.00 am). Day type
categoryzation (low, condensed, and peak visits) was made for calculating
seasonality aspects in tourism, while observation period categoryzation was
made as an approach to determine number of visitors per time point per
day type related.

Data collected were questions about motivation and satisfaction of the tour-
ists in the form of a close ended questionnaire. The nurnber of respondents
recruited on each tir:re period was 30 respondcnts. Therefore, the difference
of satisfaction per day type per period can be seen. euestionnaire scoring
system used the Likert Scale which was modified from 1 - 5 to l_ - 7 scale,
considering the characteristic of Indonesian people who rarely choose ex-
treme values (Avenzora 2008b).

Ecological data sampli;-rg was focused on ecological components which are
directly influenced by tourism activities, which are: (1) physical condition
of the site, represented by the physical quality of the ground soir and (2)
biological condition of the site, represented by the macio characterisitcs of
grass vegetation Ground soil physical quality and grass vegetation visual
quality were observed because there were direct impact from the tourists'
footsteps and they were easly observeci. Potential disturbance towards the
animals and vulnerable plantations were not calculated since there were no
certain animal which is vulnerable to the impact of recreation activities and
also because the management of BBG has applied a special procecure for
plantation collection which is vulnerable towards human disturbance and
micro climate changes, and therefore those vulnerable plantation has been
protected from the impact of tourism activities.

Data coliection of the soil and grass were conducted to 3 conditions of ihe
soil: (a) condition-1, is the control condition, where the tourisis have never
step on this soil, (b) condition-2, is the soil condition with normal intensity
of utilization, and (c) condition-3, is the soil condition with high intensitl, of
utilization. Soil data collection included the water level of the soil (%) and
soil penetration (Mega Pascal/MPa). while the visual grass quality taken is
the height of grass and the number of grass in the sample plot sized 20x20
cm. Sampling of each soil condition were done 5 times.

Finally, regarding the impact of the management intensity of a recreation
site towards the carrying capacity of that site for this research concluded
that the BBG management intensity was in "low', level. ,,Low level man-
agement" defined as a management intensity where the allocation of the
budgeting mostly (more than 70o/o) is used for routine expenses such as
the salary of the employees and mantainance of building and vehicles. This
fact can be seen from the bucget of BBG in the year zoro wnicn was only
7,905,852,000 iDR; where the budget for education and technical training

521
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was only 57,000,000 iDR (BBG-LIPI2010).

Data Analysis
Type of activities and the size of space utirization per activity per tour_
ist. Data from'the observation of space utilization putturn, were analysed
per activity per time period per day type. After data collection, a proper
equation were sought between the number of tourists (x) and the size of
space utilized (y), whether it is linear; exponential, logaritmic, or polynominal
with the highest correlation level (highest Rr). After a model has been pickeJ
up, average value of the size of space utilized with values of X and X*,n was
calculated based on the observation data. max

Ecological carrying capacity. Ecological carrying capacity was calculated
through physical carrying capacity calcuration and real carrying capacity
calculation which referred to cifuentes formula (Ceballos-Larcurain rggoi.
Physical carrying capacity was elaborated by 4 formula below:

Equation l: PCC-,4x i" *f
Notes:

PCC = Physical Carrying Capacity

A = area width availabie for tourism

V/a = area utilized by one tourist per m2

Rt = area's rotation factor

Equation 2: Rf cSjert ap.erarional rarrre leagth (&cur]
trarns spflrt &ty fourist iirside o&jesr (hour)

Equation 3: ECC : PCfi * -#*11HP
Notes:

RCC = Real Carrying Capacity

Lt. = 56,1 correctron tactor

Cfo = (1655 correction factor

522 1
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Eqnatftrn 4: f,fi 100q6

Notes:

Cf, = icorrectionfactor

M,, = magnitude limitation

Mr, = total magnitude

To determine the value of 'A', total area of BBG (75.49 ha) has been reduced
by total area which is not available for tourism activity, such as the manage-
ment building, sites covered by total vegetation (buslres), road width, etc,
and the result is A = 30.19 ha (Picture 3). The value of "y/a" was calculated
from the observation of space utilization per tourist in the previous analysis.
while the time spent by tourists inside object was gained from the result of
number of tourists in and out of the site pattern analysis. The point of inter-
section of ov6rlay, in graph and out graph was determined as the time spent
by tourists inside the object.

Psychological carrying capacity. In many literatures, psychological carry-
ing capacity is also called perception carrying capacity or behaviour carrying
capacity (i.e Pigrarn & Jenkins 1999). Perception in this case is the perception
of tourists towards the absence/existence of other tourists in the site at the
same time and perception towards "crowdiness effect." In this research, not
only tourists' satisfaction data was collected but also the tourists' motiva-
tion; since tourists' perception is closedly related to the tourists' motivation
(Manning 1985 in Hall & Page 1999). Motivation data gathered were then
overlayed with the satisfation data per period. Data were processed statisti-
caily by using variance examination (ANoVA) with significancy level 0.05.
whenever there is a significant effect per period (p<0.05), the analysis was
continued with Duncan test.

.[ilr,:-*!g
fi{ri
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Picture 3. Map of observation location in BBG
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

Type of Activities and space Utilization size per Activity per Tourist
As a resnlt in this research, there is a pattern oirpr.u utirizaiion size for
several activities at different time period (represented the change in numbercf tourists). Space utilization size is closedly related to the Jvaiiability of
spaces in BBG tc cari-y tourists at a certain time point. Field obser.vation
result identified five tyoe of activity available in BBG, which is sitting around,
playing, picnic, eating, and gatherhg. Overall, the average oi f rofortion p",
time period are 2r % at period I, 33 6/, at period Ir, 32 %it perioa iii and r5%
at period IV.

The pattern of space utilization sie for sitting activity can be seen in picture
4' in this activity, the number of the smailest group (X*,.) and the rargest

i
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(X,u,) are L person and 57 persons. Space utilization size for sitting activity
per time period can be seen in Table 1. By calculating the proportion of each
event per time period, the number of average space utilization for sitting
activity is 0.82 m2lperson. Statistically, analysis showed that the change of
time period has a significant effect on space utilization size for sitting activity
(P<0.000), and the sequence of the smallest pr to the largest ;r are period II,
III, I and IV.

Ficture 4 Space utilization pattern for sitting activity
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Table 1. Linear equation (y) of space utilization per person for sitting activity

y = 0.017x'? + 0.423x + 0.1'27 0.570 0.9263

y = 0.000x'? + 0.510x + A.012 0.928 0.5110

y = 0.01,3x'? + A.245x + 1.023 0.636 0.7051

N y = 0.040x'] '0.236x + 2.649 0.917 1.1391

Space utilization pattern for playing activity can be seen in Picture 5. The
number of X,.n is 2 persons and Xmaxis 25 persons. Space utilization size for
playing activity per period can be seen at Table 2 with the number of aver-
age size is 2.72 m2lperson. ANOVA test at playing activity showed that the
change of time period significantly affect the space utilization size (P<0.000)
from time period II to period III, and from time period III to period IV.
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Picture 5. Space utilization pattern for playing activity
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space utilization size for picnic activ:ty can be see, in picture 6. The numbe
9f I-," is 2 .persons and X-u, is 48 persons. space utirization size for picnic ectivity pertime period can'6e seen in Table i with the number of average sizt
is 1.37 m2lperson. In this activity, the change of time period has a significaneffect on space utirization size {ir< 0.000) fiom period I to period II, and fronperiod II to period III.

Picture 6. Space utilization for picnic activity
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Table 3. Linearequation (y) of space utilization per person for picnic activity

y = 0.0L2x2 + 0.569x + 1.419 0.955 0.9734

Y = 0.071x2 - 0.440x + 7.231 0.77L 1.8671

ilI y = 0.052x2 - 0.250x + 4.540 0.728 1.3841

U y = 0.023x2 + 0.622x + 0.6L7 0.916 1,.2424

space utilization size pattern for eating activity can be seen in picture 7. The
number of x..nis 2 persons and x,",is 20 persons. space utilization size for
eating per time period can be seen in Table 4 with the number of average
size is 0.64 m2lperson. in this activity, the change of time period also haia
significant effect on space utilization size (p< 0.001) from time period I to
period II only..

Picture 7. Space utilization size for eating activity
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Table 4. Linear equation (y) space utilization per person for eating activity

0.917 0.7263

y = 0.045x2 - 0.298x + 2.686 0.830 0.5642
y = 0.02Lx2 + 0.300x + 0.884 0.809 0.6519
y = 0.003x2 + 0.531x + 0.375 0.850 0.6153
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space utilization sizepattern for gathering activity can be seen in picture
The number of X is 7 persons and x,., is150 persons. spu." ,titirution si;for gathering actilrrqty per time period []n oe seen in Tabre 5 with the numb,of average size is 2.2 m2/person. In this activity, the change,of time peric
has a significant effect on space utirization size (p< 0.000) from period I tperiod II and from period III to period iV, whire space utitir.iion size frorperiod II to period III has no difference.

Pictu re 8. Sp_ac$1!'rl&l patte r"n for oatheri nq activitv
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Table 5. Linear equation (y) of space utilization size per person for gathering
activity

2.9337
y = 0.014x2 + A.472x + 0.LM 0.992 2.2735
y = O317x2 + 0.258x + L.457 0.998 2.4tr.3
y = 0.009x2 - 0.054x + 2.312 7.L37i

Ecological Carrying Capacity
Physical carrying capacity Anatysis. In carcurating physicar carrying ca-pacity, index value of area's rotation factor is needed-. in ini, study, rotatiorfactor was taken from the point of intersecti.n ,"ruit"a';;;;;" averag€number of tourists coming in and out of the site. Based on the field obser_vation, the number of visitors reached the highest ruueiourinfperiod t anckeep decreasing untir period IV; with 2,447 persons,2,Og4 persons, 1,6g6p"r:ol: and 688 persons. In contrast with in pattern,'srnce-fe-rioo t untirperiod IV the number of visitors out was increasing with 159 persons, 1,075persons, 2,322 persons and 2,931 persons. From th-e point of iniersection ot
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in and out graph (Picture 9), the average time spent in the object was 4.75
hours. Since the daily operational time of BBG is t hours/day, the value of
index Rf of the area is 1.9.

9
Rf=O--=1.9

With the 'A'value of 30.19 ha and "Rf" 1.9, using space optimizing utilization
approach, physical carrying capacity of BBG for 5 activities identified can be
seen in Table 6.The final value of physical carrying capacity for ecotourism in
Bogor Botanical Garden is 369,998 tourists/day. Proportions of space used
for activities are playing (35%),,gathering (28c/o), picnic (18%), sitting (Ll%),
ancl eating (B%).

Table 6. space utilization per tourist for recreation in Bogor Botanical Garcien

Sitting 38 949 31,953

Playing 2.72 38,946 706,067

38,946 53,229

Eating 0.u 38,948 24,904

Gathering 38,947 85,76L

Total 369,998 307,9L4

Remaining size 0 (zero)

Real carrying capacity Analysis. Real carrying capacity defined as
physical carrying capacity reduced by correction factor fr.om ecological and
psychological aspects. Many recreation or ecotourism activities require a
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Picture 9.ln-out pattern of tourists in Bogor Botanical Garden
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Picture 10

ECOTOU RISM AND SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVETOPMENT

space. Actuany, any activity arways requires a space (Avenzora 200ga: 14). ,space has physical and biological components which became the ecologici
indicators. In this study, indicators used are soir and grass. soir and grass g€
a direct impact from tourism activities of trampling iourist fooi step. Thos
correction factors,are describe below:

a. Co-rrection Factor of Soil (Cfr)
Variables observed as correction factor of soil (cfr) is water level in the so(Cfr,) and soil penetration (cfrr). percentage relaiion of water level in thr
soil with soir penetration is a negative rinear; which means the higher soi
penetration, the lower water level in that soil. while the relation betweer
soil penetration and soil density is positive linear; which means the highe
soil penetration value the rnore dense that soil is.

Due to observation in botir locations on every soil condition, data analysi:
showed the percentage of water differs in each condition. In conditior
1 soil, the water rever is between 24 and 37,35o/o, in condition 2, it i:
between of 23 and 31 %, whire in condition 3, it is beiow zsy,,.*eaverag(
r11te,r level per condition can be seen in picture 10. Variance examinatior(ANovA) analysis showed that soil condition (represents intensity ol
soil utilization), has a significant effect towards the percentage of soii
water level (p<0.037, q=0.05) onry in condition 3 (the smailest pr), whire in
condition I and 2 there are no significant difference.

Water level in each condition

In calculating correction factor of the water level (Cf..), since there
were no significant difference between condition r and'i, the average
number from both condition became idear measurement (Mr), and its
value is 27.l9o/o. whire rimitation measurement (M,.) is thi iifrerence
value. between IMrvarue with limitation measurement varue in rimitation
condition (condition 3), and its varue is: M,: 4.33%. From those varues, the
conclusion was:

,ao 
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M, 4.33Cfsi=d lfi)%=rrr* x l00oA=15.914/s

Soil penetration capacity defined as the capacity of the soii to react
towards a pressure or burden (Purwowidodo 2000). Soil penetration
observation and ANOVA analysis showed that soil utilization intensity has
a significant effect on soil penetration (P<0.000, q=0.05) only in condition
1 (the smallest p), while in ccndition 2 and 3 there are no significant
diffei"ence. The increase of penetration pattern on each condition can be
seen in Picture 11.

In the process of calculating soil penetration correction factor. (Cfrr),
condition l- which has a significant difference with the other conditions
became the M, (1.61 MPa), and since there were no significant drfference
between condition 2 and 3, the average number from both condition
became the value in limitation condition, so M,value is 0.47 Mpa.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the value of Cfrris:

0.47
l{X}%= *, x 1007o-?q.19olo

From both correction factor; Cfrvalue is the average number from Cf'
and Cfrr; and therefore the Cfrvalue result is:

cf* = !5,{ft - 15'92% + 29,9%= 
22.55yo--) 2 2

t\t"x
$rr

cfs:=

| ,,,

Picture 11. Soil penetration capacity on each condition
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b. Correction Factor of Grass (Cfn)
Based on observation, The grasi in BBG is dominated by elephant gras:
(Axonopus compressus). In both location, sampling weie done in thre,
soil condition classifiec by utilization intensity. vLual quality variable
observed were the amount of grass clump and its height.

Picture L2 and 13 showed that there has been changes in the amoun
of grass clump and its height from condition 1 to iondition 2 and tr
condition 3. However; ANovA analysis showed that a significant changr
only happened to the amount cf grass var-iable (p<0.047) from conditior
2 tc condition 2, while the grass height variable has no significan
difference (P<0.i-38). The significantry decreasing amount of gras:
showed that there is a potential threat of the toun:sm activity tor,iard:
the site's ecology. The decreasing amount of grass means the lost o
soil surfaces- If we analyse further the impact might .aure soil erosion
downstream sedimentation, and other impacts.

Ficture 12. The average number of grass clump on each condition
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In Picture 12, the chanEes of the amount of gr-ass clump can be seen
since the significant resuit after statistic tesi is only condition 1, the
value.of Y, f9r Cfo is the value of condition 1 (52.5 ilumps;. While the
M, value for Cfo is the Mrvaluereduced by rimitation condition which is

the average of condition ?. and 3, so the Mrvalue is 14. Based on those
numbers, the value of Cfo is:

Cf"=* * rm%=# x twa/s=26.6v Vo

In Picture l-3 we can see the change of the grass clump's height on each
soil condition. However, since ANovA test did not show an/ significant
changes, this correction factor was ignored.
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Picture 13. The average height of elephant grass clump on each corrdition
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After the values of correction factors which iniluenced the carrying
capacity of BBG were found, the calculation of real carrying capacity which
is the ecologicai carrying capacity was carried ,out. correction factors
calculated were Cfo = 26.67% and Cf, _22.55%. After those correction
factors calculations, the final result of ecoloqical carrying capacity in BBG
value is:

100_cfs 
x 

lo0-cfr
RCC: PCC x 

f00 l0O

Psychological Carrying Capacity
Psychological carrying capacity also called perception carrying capacity
because it is closedly related to the total tourists' satisfaction perception.
Before',ve discuss about tourisis'satisiaction. we need to know tourists'
motivation in visiting BBG. Based on the type of visit days, the highest
motivation of the tourists in BBG during lo,g visit time is picnic (6.21;very
high), during condensed visit is outdoor recreation (5.9a; high), and enjoying
the nature (6.00; high).

The result on motivation analysis showed the highest motivation rn visiting
BBG is to do outdoor recreation (score 5.95; high), while the highest
satisfaction is enjoying the beauty of the plants (score 5.98; high). Even
though simple regretion test showed no correlation between motivation and
tourists' satisfaction (R2=0.176), phenomenologically we need to questioned
what can cause the activities difference between the highest motivation and
the highest satisfaction. Further, in Picture 14 we can see that the satisfaction
level in picnic activity and recreation is still below the motivation level of the
tourists. The average level of tourists' satisfaction in BBG is high (score 5.7).
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Picture 14. Motivation and satisfaction in Bogor Botanical Garden

when the tourists' satisfaction level and the percentage of tourists per time
period was overlayed in one graph (picture 15) and analyzed using ANovA
test, it turned out that time period (which affect the number of tourists) has
no significant effect to the tourists satisfaction level (p<0.12, a=0.05). Even
though Pigram and Jenkins (1999) argued that tourists, satisfaction level is
closedly.related to an object's density, the dynamics of tourists found in this
research does not support that theory; the satisfaction level was found to be
in line with the rrumbei'of daily visit of BBG which is still below the ecological
carrying capacity of the site,

Picture L5. The level of tourists'satisfaction overlayed with the per.centage of
total visitors in Bogor Botanical Garden
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The absence of effect of the density towards tourists, satisfaction can
descriptively explained as a result of one of the high motivation in visiting
BBG; which is to make social contact (score 5.56, "highl. The existence of this
motivation eplains the phenomena. it can be concluded that if density level
is not reached yet, then the visitors density psychologically interpreted as a
higher chance to make social contact; which jlso incieased the satisfaction
level.
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CLOSING

There are five activities generally done by ecotourists in BBG, which are:

sitting, playing, picnic, eating, and gathering; with the highest proportion
of space utilization size is for playing. Referring to the utilization size on
each activity and considerinE the correction factors explained above, the
ecological carrying capacity of BBG can be calculated as 2\0,137 tourists/
day.

Even though the study result showed that in cc'ntext cf toui-ists psychologicai
carrying capacity, the carrying capacity value in BBG has not yet exceeded,
to increase tourists'satisfaction, the management is still expected to
develop ticketing system which able to make sure the daily ecological
carrying capacity value will not be exceeded; especially during peak seasons
on hclidays. The concept about density's effect on satisfaction are not
applicable in this site; in ierms of visit motivation nor total number of visits.
It is strongly predicted as the result of high motivation among visitor to
have social contact up a certain visitor number, the crowdiness still positively
affect the visitors satisfaction. For this reason, we can say that the intensity
of crowdiness between a tourist and another tourist is still not exceed the
level of visitor's psychological acceptance; so that the satisfaction level of
5.7 (hiqh) is acceptable, and can be concluded as something that is not yet
necessary to be included as a correction factor in determining final carrying
capacity of BBG.

Howevel if we observed the proportion of over-lay space between the
satisfaction level and the number of visitors in Picture 15, we can strongly
suqgest that the final value of carrying capacity (ecoloqical carrying capacity
which has been corrected with psychological carr"ying capacity value) of BBG

will tend to have maximum number of 5 to l-C times current average number
of daily visit. Even though the calculation of ecological carrying capacity
in this study reached the number of 210 thousands visitors (as explained
above), that number terrd to be corrected significantly by the level of
tourists' satisfaction. The position and pattern of tourists' satisfaction level
which reached2/3 totalvisitors in Picture 15 must be interpreted as an alert
that the visitors' satisfaction peak is nearly reached; where during period 3

and 4, the pattern of visitors' satisfaction has already showe a decrease.

To sharpen the analysis on psychological carrying capacity, a further study
should be done regarding the components of tourists' pschology which
mostly affect tourists' acceptance in BBG. Also need to be done is a study
regarding social carrying capacity and managerial carrying capacity in BBG

in order to apply the ecological carrying capacity which close to the reai
carrying capacity.
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Recently, there are many issues regarding ecotourism carrying capacity
which are still interesting and have been discussed by many parties in various
space and activities scope. 20-30 years ago, the academic staffs still need
to work had in convincing many parties (businessmen and beaurocrats)
about the important role of determining carrying capacity in ecotourism
activities, but today every one has aware and has shared the same spirit on
the importance of determining carrying capacity. However, based on the
above accomplishments, it appears that the issue on carrying capacity still
has to go through a long way to be factually implented in the field, not
only because there are a lot of redundant efforts in determining a carrying
capacity value, but also because there are other requirements which have not
included in carrying capacity research and its implementation management.

We need to realize that carrying capacity issue will not quit on one value
which is believed to be able tc fulfill the criteria of sustainability (ecologically
and socially) but also needs to be continued to the thought of economical
and financial carrying capacity which can guarantee an ecotourism business
sustainability. Further more, a carrying capacity value is also must be
manifested in the existed management structure and system. Without those
things mentioned above. the terrn carrying capacity would only be a "lip
service."

If all this time, studies on ecotourism carrying capacity in site scale have
been redundant, then it is hard to imagine the complexity in deterrnining
ecotourism carrying capacity in a regional scale. For that reason, the
discussion of carrying capacity and related studies needs to be well
developed.ln line with the transdiscipline and transectoral characteristics of
ecotourim science, every one (from any science) deserves and also needed
to contribute tireir thoughts in this aspect. Howeve[ a ma.rim "if you are toc
slry to ask, you will get lost" should be kept, to avoiC various domino effects.
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